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Figure 1: Figure 1: A break of 7 billiard balls at 4 different time-steps: (a) as the cue ball is moving toward the set, (b) immediately after the
cue ball has struck, (c) shortly after the mass is moving apart, (d) final resting state of the simulation after all things have stopped moving.

Abstract

The game of billiards is a good starting point for anyone looking to
get into simulations. In this paper I discuss how I implemented a
model simulating the game, and give potential solutions to some of
the harder problems. My model simulates collisions, friction, and
ball movement. Within these seemingly 3 small categories are myr-
iad of pitfalls and difficulties that I was faced with and eventually
overcame. My model is by no means robust or high fidelity but it
contains enough to look realistic and still run in real time.

1 Introduction

The goal of robust animations are to look as life-like as possible.
Creating realistic simulations is done by developing a model based
on real world physics. In this goal of simulation there are multiple
difficulties. Primarily is one of time. In the real world time moves
continuously, or at least close enough that math concepts like in-
tegration are a fitting model. Computers, like the one I’m typing
on and you’re reading on, are not capable of simulating such small
time steps. This means the programmer must find a way to handle
interactions that happen between frames.

Secondly there is the problem of computing power. Related to the
first, if the model includes every physical phenomenon in the known
universe each frame will take longer and longer to render. This
would produce an incredibly accurate simulation, at the cost of ren-
der time. The balance of this relationship between accuracy and
realism is where most computer animation takes place. The bal-
ance becomes even more critical if the animation, or simulation,
must take place in real time.

In this paper I discuss my implementation of a real time billiard
ball simulator and the difficulties I had along the way. Billiards is
extremely dependent on collisions and simple physics, this made it
especially accessible for myself as well as providing an excellent
challenge when it came to collisions.

The specific rules I decided to include in my model are as follows.

1. All billiard balls must collide with the wall of the table and
with other balls. These collisions follow preservation of mo-
mentum p = mv, meaning when two balls collide the total
energy in the system remains equal.

2. All billiard balls are effected by friction. Specifically all balls
roll without slipping. The frictional force is defined as f = µN
where µ is the frictional coefficient between the ball and the
table fabric, and N is the normal force.

3. The effect of friction on the Billiard Balls will induce a rolling
motion, angular momentum. This angular momentum is not
transferred between balls, the moment of impact is too fast,
but when a collision does happen the rotation changes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. I will first re-
view some of the critical information used to make this simulation
in Section 2. Then I will discuss the collision detection in Section
3 followed by collision physics and kinematics in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 will cover my model for rotations and friction. In Section 6
I’ll show where my simulation is more simplistic then real-world,
spoilers it’s a lot. Finally, in Section 7 I’ll summarize the project
and discuss possible improvements.

2 Previous Work

Since this is a relatively basic problem there is a large body of work
related to what I’ve built. I’ve decided to limit this section to articles
I’ve found extremely helpful or pieces I didn’t use all of yet, if I had,
would’ve made a much more realistic simulation.

Friction’s effect on pool balls: In this strange handwritten paper
Norman [0] covers how to mathematically determine the exit vec-
tor of pool balls in collision, but more importantly covers frictions
effect on the balls and how to model slipping. An important note
I discovered from this paper is the rotational axis~r can be defined
as the cross between the velocity vector ~v and the normal vector~k
which points directly ”up” from the surface. The final equation is
~r =~v×~k. This is critical especially in computer animation as the
rotational axis is used in creating quaternions to define the current
rotational position. In the latter half of the paper is the derivation of



Figure 2: Two examples of clipping induced by collisions being
ignored.

an equation to define a balls position at time s(t) while slipping as
well as the total time spent slipping. This is something I had hoped
to add to my model but ran out of time.

Sphere-Sphere Continuous Collision Detection I will certainly
be covering this topic in more detail in Section 3, but in this article
Kent [0] discussed a bounding sphere collision detection algorithm.
Kent explains a solution for finding the exact time of collision as
well as some previous steps to find if you even need to calculate
time. This is crucial since finding the exact time requires a square
root check, which is very expensive. By taking relative positions
and velocity of the two spheres Kent describes a way to cheaply
check if the spheres are moving apart. This is done by taking the
dot product of relative position~s and relative velocity~v. If the result
is 0 or positive the spheres are separating.

3 Collision Detection

I hold collision detection as the most difficult and crucial part of
my simulation. Because of this I will briefly describe what makes it
so difficult. Then I will describe my different attempted solutions.
Finally I’ll describe my last and best solution.

Collisions happen all the time around us. My fingers on the keys
are a collision, the coffee mug on the table, my feet on the ground.
Collisions are when two objects would rather not pass through each
other. In this scope of collisions exists a subgroup called elas-
tic collisions. In general an elastic collision is when two objects
bounce off each other, or in the case of a ball and a wall one ob-
ject bounces off the other. These types of collisions are convenient,
and in general easy to model, because each body involved in the
collision stays unique and has it’s own momentum.

3.1 Collisions in Discrete Time

The difficulty comes in the form of time-steps. When a computer
renders a video, it’s really rendering a stream of images. Each im-
age takes an amount of time to display, and during that time the
simulation advances. If a collision happens in between frames the
simulation will simply advance and now two balls will be passing
through each other. There are generally two different ways to solve
this. By discrete time steps or continuous time steps. My first at-
tempt was with discrete time step. With this solution you choose
to only react to collisions. If a frame is rendered where two balls
intersect, simply pull them apart and perform the collision. The is-
sue with this is one of complexity. Once multiple balls are colliding
at once that pulling apart becomes overly complex and can fail or
worse cause collisions that shouldn’t have happened.

3.2 Collisions in Continuous Time

My final system uses continuous collision detection. By using rel-
ative position ~s, and relative velocity ~v between two spheres you
can find the time of a collision. The equation for time of collision,

where D is the determinant, is t =
(~s ·~v)−

√
D

~v2 [0]. Once the time

to next collision is found the simulation only advances to that exact
time where the collision happens. This is the continuous time step
part. By performing these exact small time steps no collisions are
missed. To maintain a real-time I found it important to set the initial
time-step to be far greater then the time it takes to calculate the next
frame. This gave my simulation better accuracy when using contin-
uous collision detection. With that in mind here is the pseudo-code
to a continuous collision time-loop which should handle all colli-
sions in a frame before moving on. DeltaTime in this procedure is
the target time step. For my simulation I used 20 milliseconds.

Algorithm 1 Continuous Collision Time Loop
1: procedure TIMESTEP(float deltaTime)
2: while timeElapsed < deltaTime do
3: for every ball do
4: for every ball - current ball do
5: find shortest time to collision
6: if shortesttime < deltaTime− timeElapsed then
7: advance simulation to shortest time
8: for every ball do
9: for every ball - current ball do

10: solve collisions at this instant
11: timeElapsed += shortest time

This algorithm performs in O(n)2 which is bad. The impact is less-
ened by the relatively small number of balls, this is certainly a place
where improvement would help. This was the algorithm I made and
used. It has short comings, and in a simulation with full 16 balls it
tends to miss a collision here or there. I found with 8 balls I had
very little issues. This algorithm could be made faster by Spectral
Hashing. A method in which you determine if objects are within
the same cell on a grid based on velocities. Only if two objects are
within the same cells, simply at risk to collide, do you check for
collisions. That would greatly reduce computation time. Even on
my home desktop frames rendered in 1 millisecond so I didn’t make
that a priority.

By using continuous collision detection I found an accurate way to
determine exactly when collisions happen and move the simulation
forward to that exact moment. In the next section I discuss what is
to be done at that exact moment in time. Along with the physics
that move our objects.

4 Kinematics and Collisions

In this section I will first discuss the kinematic solved at each time
step. Then I will discuss the effects of collisions between balls and
walls, and then collisions between two balls..

One of the most basic concepts in physics is that of kinematics. It
is a method to describe motion through time and can be used to find
an object positions at a specific time. When an objects acceleration
is known, you can find it’s new positions by using some simple
derivations. This is crucial in my case since at it’s core all this
simulation is doing is moving objects around a fixed space. Since
I’m dealing with collisions more physical properties are needed,
and that is where momentum equations shine.



4.1 Kinematics of Billiards

At the core of kinematics is a simple relationship a = a. This re-
lationship of acceleration = acceleration defines all single object
movement in the universe. Sadly we cannot simply program a = a
into our simulation and call it a day. To understand what this rela-
tionship means we must derive. By taking the first derivative ȧ of
acceleration, in respect to time, we get velocity v. By taking the
second derivative ä of acceleration, again in respect to time, we get
position s. Below is a full breakdown of the derivatives, where t is
time:

a = a

ȧ = v(t) = v0 +a · t

ä = s(t) = s0 + v · t + 1
2

a · t2

It is this exact system of equations I use to define movement in my
simulation. It is more simply done by finding the new time step’s
a, multiplying it by deltaTime t to find velocity v. Then to find
positions simply multiple the found v by deltaTime and add that
to the current position s. Below is a simple breakdown of how I
programmed this.

v(t) = v0 +a(t) · t

s(t) = s0 + v(t) · t

I omitted finding the new acceleration in this example since that
is entirely due to friction and that will be covered in Section 4. It
is also important to note that a, v, and s are actually 3 part vectors
defining the respective acceleration, velocity, and positions in terms
of x, y, and z.

By updating the position in this way the simulation was able to
move balls around the scene in real time and hold realistic speed.
Three important things are missing still, colliding with other balls,
rotations, and friction.

4.2 Collisions of Billiards

Perfectly elastic collisions are ruled by the conservation of momen-
tum which boils down to m1u1 +m2u2 = m1v1 +m2v2 where u is
starting velocity and v is ending velocity. The total momentum in
the system is maintained after the collision. Conservation of kinetic
energy builds of this by stating:

1
2

m1u2
1 +

1
2

m2u2
2 =

1
2

m1v2
1 +

1
2

m2v2
2

When one objects mass is significantly higher then the other, in the
case of a wall-ball collision, the smaller object maintains nearly all
of the momentum. Since the collision only happens with respect to
one vector component, either the x or the y, the balls maintain all
their velocity in one direction while exactly flipping velocity in the
other.

Ball and wall collision are very simple, ball and ball is where it
becomes far more complex. The convenient thing about billiards
is that all objects share the same mass making our solutions to the
previous conservation of kinetic energy equations:

v1 = u2

v2 = u1

Essentially meaning the balls swap velocity. Since we are working
in vectors and 3-dimension the new directional vectors of each pool
ball must be determined. To do this there is a very clean angle-free
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Figure 3: An, albeit poor, example of a wall collision. In (a) the
ball is moving towards the wall and up the table, at (b) the ball has
just collided and switched it’s x velocity, (c) shows the ball some
time after the collision moving up and away from the wall.

solution available on Wikipedia [0]. Below is that equation solved
for ~v′1 and ~v′2.

~v′1 = ~v1−
2m2

m1 +m2

((~v1− ~v2) · (~x1− ~x2))

||~x1− ~x2||2
(~x1− ~x2)

~v′2 = ~v2−
2m2

m1 +m2

((~v2− ~v1) · (~x2− ~x1))

||~x2− ~x1||2
(~x2− ~x1)

Since our masses are equal they all cancel out, more precisely equal
1. This model is relatively simple and extremely easy to code mak-
ing it perfect for a simulation like this.

An unexpected result from this type of model is one of chaos. I
found that even minuscule differences, changes as small as .0001
to initial velocity or starting position, vastly change the final resting
state of the system. This is far more evident in the supplied demo
reel, but I will show a less subtle example in Figure 4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Shows the differences in resulting collision based on po-
sition hit. (a) and (b) show before and after of a head-on collision,
while (c) and (d) show before and after of a slightly skewed colli-
sion.

Modeling movement and collisions in these ways provided a satis-
fying model with a few downsides. The energy never left the sys-
tem, meaning as long as you left the simulation open balls would
be flying around colliding. Another issue was visually the balls ap-
peared to be sliding across the table. These two topics are related,
and as such will be the topic of Section 5.



5 Rotational Kinematics and Friction

In this section I will first discuss the rotational kinematics, then I
will cover frictions effect on rotation kinematics, and finally I’ll
discuss how I modeled both in my simulation. This section will
assume a base knowledge of quaternions and why they’re used in
computer animation/graphics as I do not have a deep enough under-
standing to explain them in a coherent manner.

When an roll-able object moves across a surface with friction, along
an axis it start to roll, the effect of friction will induce this rolling.
Especially for a game involving spheres it is crucial to model the
rolling accurately for visual purposes, but also for physical ones.
Since the rolling, or rather the friction that causes it, is the only
outside force acting to slow down the spheres. In a full model air
resistance is a large component too, but I’ll touch more on that in
Section 6.

5.1 Rotational Kinematics

Rotational Kinematics are actually the exact same as non-rotational
kinematics. The main difference is that rotational deals with an-
gles, and thus are defined as rads,

rads
sec

, and
rads
sec2 for position,

velocity, and acceleration respectively. My simulation still follows
the same methodology as with non-rotational kinematics where it
slowly goes down the tree of equations till the final rotational posi-
tion is found. The main complication is that with vector coordinates
like x, y, and z they are unaffected by how the ball is rotated. Rota-
tional positioning is critical since a sphere can be in any orientation
and therefore doesn’t ”know” which way is forward or backwards.
Well cover this more in 5.2 and 5.3. I’ll briefly write out the angular
kinematic equations since I will furthermore be using the symbols
I use next to describe angular acceleration α , angular velocity ω ,
and angular position θ .

α = α

α̇ = ω(t) = ω0 +α · t

α̈ = θ(t) = θ0 +ω · t + 1
2

α · t2

For now this is enough on rotational kinematics, all that is really
needed to be know is they are modeled the same as non-rotational.
Each ball in the simulation has a vector defining acceleration, ve-
locity, and position for both rotational coordinates and positional.

5.2 Friction of Billiard Balls

Friction has primarily two parts. In actuality friction covers many
fields including air resistance, but my model is simple and thus
friction has two parts. Those two parts are slipping friction and
non slipping (or rolling) friction. The force of friction is given as
F = µkN where µk is the frictional coefficient and N = mg, m being
mass and g being gravity. This coefficient differs material to ma-
terial and whether or not the object is slipping or rolling. For my
simulation I used the constants provided by Dave Alciatore [0] on
his he provides ranges of many pool ball related constants. Below
are the specific coefficients I use.

For ball-table rolling without slipping: µk = 0.02

This value is somewhat inflated for the main purpose of accounting
for the lack of slipping friction. When a ball is slipping it loses
vastly more momentum then if it is rolling. My simulation doesn’t
model slipping and therefor needed some help slowing the balls

down to look realistic. Also worth noting is spin deceleration, I’ll
touch more on this in section 5.3, but my models do not spin along
the z axis at all. For instance a ball doesn’t have the ability to sit
still while spinning rapidly. This is because I model friction in a
very specifically simple way.

For my model I have a simple if statement to check if friction needs
to be applied. To do this I take the magnitude of the velocity vec-
tor |~v| and check if it’s greater the 0, checking to see if the ball
is moving. Then I normalize this new vector to find the direction
of movement, I then set the acceleration vector ~a to be the inverse
of this new normal vector multiplied by the frictional force. The
inverse is important since frictional force always counters motion.
This is a dirty an simple way of performing a frictional calcula-
tion. I later discovered it would have been more precise to start
by modeling angular acceleration and velocity and then derive non-
angular velocity from that instead. The outcome is a fairly realistic
model where the balls slow down rotation seemingly as they slow
down velocity. In real life these two variables are not as closely
tied together and thus I lose fidelity by treating friction in this way.
Though it was very easy.

5.3 Quaternions and Axis of Rotation

Ignoring the complexity of quaternions, no pun intended, this sec-
tion is somewhat simple. The only real complexity in this part is
that of the axis of rotation. Thanks to Normans paper we know
that the axis of rotation induced by friction can be defined as the
following, with r being the axis of rotation [0]:

~r =~v×~k

By finding the rotational vector and normalising it we can use that
as our axis of rotation. Since angular velocity is defined as: ω =
~v/R, where R is the radius of the rolling object, it is very simple to
find the angle of rotation over a certain time step. This goes back
to rotational kinematics. By finding the angle of rotation all that is
needed to construct a quaternion is the found angle and our axis of
rotation. Then by multiply our previous rotations quaternion by our
new one it updates our rotational position a time step.

In this section I explained how rotations are found and displayed in
my simulation. This was the final step to bring a realistic look to my
simulation, and at this point I’ve covered everything that went into
my model. In the next Section I will explore some ways my model
could be improved by concepts I discovered while researching.

6 To Make More Robust:

Throughout this paper I’ve mentioned areas that my model is lack-
ing or cut corners. Because of this I’d like to highlight a few inter-
esting additions I think would either add fidelity to my model, or
decrease computation time. Some of these I will cite papers that
may be able to produce results I am looking for, while others I will
hypothesize ways it might be done or simply discuss my under-
standing of the topic. I have broken this section into subsections,
but each sub section will be brief and consolidated.

6.1 Rotational Kinematics in Quaternions

In my research I came across a paper by Wilhelm Blaschke [0] in
which he discusses modeling kinematics entirely in quaternions. I
attempted to implement this, but could not get it to work correctly,



or at all actually. You can derive quaternions much like any normal
kinematic equation, and can model the entire kinematic equation set
with them. This would be simpler since I would no longer need to
create a new quaternion and calculate a new axis of rotation every
time. I am not completely certain on the implementation of this,
I mostly know that moving from vectors to quaternions is not the
correct way to treat quaternions.

6.2 Slipping Billiard Balls

Normans [0] paper was one of the first I came across while research-
ing and is by far the strangest, though I am sure he is not the only
one to have modeled the slipping of pool balls he was the first I
found and still am very inspired by his work. Adding the action of
slipping would slow balls down quicker and also add parabolic mo-
tion to my model. While slipping pool balls maintain their previous
angular velocity, because of this they tend to accelerate along the
axis of rotation while also translating according to whatever initial
force sent them moving fast enough to slip. There are many small
details in pool that make simulations look slightly off, and I believe
this would add tremendous fidelity to my simulation if I were to add
it.

6.3 Less Perfect Collision and Air Resistance

In my model I’ve completely ignored a lot of physical factors.
Namely that of air resistance, and that of restitution. Pool table’s
walls are made of a firm rubber, this rubber absorbs some energy
during impacts and because of this changes the velocity vector of
impacting balls this is restitution. This is another detail which I
believe is needed to make a high fidelity model of billiards. Resti-
tution happens during any collision and even with ball to ball colli-
sion will have an effect. Similarly air resistance is the main slowing
factor when a ball is rolling. Since my model has no air resistance at
all I increased the frictional coefficient on the cloth. I don’t believe
that air resistance alone would make a massive visual difference,
but again would add fidelity.

6.4 Flying Billiard Balls

Lastly I’d like to touch on a topic I did no research into, therefore
I will only share my intuition on the subject. I know that billiard
balls sometimes leave the table. Either from excessively hard hits,
or from being pinched on a wall, or for some other reason I haven’t
recognized. This third dimension of translation is one I haven’t
included in my simulation, in fact I didn’t even model gravity. In-
cluding it would add vast complexities related to table collisions,
rotations while airborne, and 3d ball collisions. I also am unaware
what physical collisions truly do cause billiard balls to fly. The dif-
ficulties involved caused me not to model the z axis in any way.
I know for certain that if I had the time to accurately implement
airborne billiard balls the simulation would have fantastic realism.

7 Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed my implementation of a billiards ball
simulation. I discussed continuous collision detection versus dis-
crete, and explained my implementation of the former. I explained
the simple kinematics I used to model ball movement and gave a
brief introduction on the kinematic equations. I also talked about
the momentum equations used to determine the outcome of colli-
sions. I then discussed rotations, friction, and how I modeled both.

Final I gave some ideas as to how my model could be improved,
and roughly what value these ideas would add.

If I were to improve anything I would start by remodeling rotations
so they aren’t connected to velocity, then I’d look into adding z-axis
traversal.
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